
RETURNED TASKS (2/6/10—TASK Party at University Galleries of Illinois State University) 
1. Rid yourself of the pocket lint in your right pocket by turning it into a flower blossom. 

Share it with the first person you see. 
2. Talk with a southern twang for the rest of the party. 
3. Join hands with three other people and ask someone else to play “Red Rover” 
4. Go up to the person closest on your right and start planning your future together. 
5. Take someone hostage and wrap them in bubble wrap. 
6. Tackle a pile of something 
7. Dance like there’s no tomorrow 
8. Run from one end of the gallery to another 
9. Walk around singing a song by your favorite band 
10. Hire a body guard 
11. Give 20 high fives in ten minutes 
12. Try to make someone as uncomfortable as possible 
13. Narrate your life story in two minutes to the closest person. Make them repeat the story to 

two other people. 
14. Scratch someone’s back 
15. Change everything 
16. Kiss the next five people that say hi to you 
17. Knock something over 
18. Scream real loud 
19. Make a wig and wear it 
20. Make as many airplanes as you can in 15 minutes and then launch them 
21. Jump in the barrel of hay 
22. Make a snow angel out of another person 
23. Expose a persons secret on the walls anonymously 
24. Make a huge mess 
25. Color someone’s thumbnail blue 
26. Make a monster mask and walk around scaring people 
27. Hide your body 
28. Find me and my blue hat and say hey 
29. Love thy neighbor 
30. Make an outfit of the future 
31. Run to the hills 
32. Introduce yourself to someone new 
33. Make an igloo 
34. Make a present. Wrap it up and give it to someone with blonde hair 
35. Give someone a flower 
36. Go find a guy named Neil and don’t stop poking him for 5 minutes 
37. Help someone with a task 
38. Make a fake bandage 
39. Start knitting a scarf, then give it to someone else to continue 
40. Create a hoola hoop and get down with your bad self 
41. Sing to every person you see wearing purple 
42. Recreate the Eiffel tower 
43. Do two cart wheels 



44. Find or make a big box. Re-enact the birthing experience, emerging from the box loudly. 
Be sure to have a doctor and an adoring family nearby 

45. Make a whale 
46. Paint a tattoo on someone’s arm 
47. Make a pearl necklace from paper 
48. Add color to a boxed structure 
49. Release your inhibitions…hug a bald man 
50. Hug the next three people you see (-: 
51. Act like you are in an action film being shot at 
52. Get a partner and wrap yourself up as a gift with a bow 
53. Find someone wearing green and paint a hop scotch 
54. Scream, “ I love you Brian Selkie” at the top of your lungs!!! 
55. Get a JOB 
56. Draw a heart on a cheek 
57. Lie on your back and act like a turtle on it’s back in turmoil 
58. Say hi to 10 new people 
59. Tell one of your deepest secrets in a cardboard tube 
60. Make a list of 20 words that describe the weather 
61. Create a beach scene 
62. Find the nearest art girl and ask her to be your valentine 
63. Make a fake invention out of things. Then try to sell it to someone 
64. Create a moment of violence on the floor (be safe ) 
65. Give 5 guys a total make over 
66. Draw the emotions you are feeling right now 
67. Flip someone a BIRD 
68. Ask someone if you can paint them on a wall then paint them 
69. Write 50 tasks that would only take 1 second to perform 
70. Use a bald head for a canvas 
71. Paint a really really long line 
72. Scream I hate you Brian Selkie 
73. You can do whatever you want 
74. Group rap –Casey will beat box- 
75. Lie still on the floor until someone asks you what you’re doing 
76. Play hang man 
77. Put a picture on a bald head 
78. Make a pattern 
79. Draw a nude figure on the floor 
80. Make some apples, stick them to your body, pretend you are a tree and invite people to 

pick your fruit 
81. Make a robot costume 
82. Build a crown. Be a king 
83. Help someone with their task 
84. Find waldo 
85. Dance around like a chicken 
86. Paint a dinosaur on your face 
87. End every sentence with “meow” 



88. You MUST grab the butt of someone who has hair longer than a hand 
89. Make your own language and speak to three new people. You must teach them three new 

words before you can move to the next task. You cannot speak English! 
90. Get 2 other people and do the bunny hop 
91. Paint a picture of the happiest moment in your life 
92. Sing the wonderful wizard of OZ “We’re off to see the Wizard” 
93. Sit in your undies. 5minutes 
94. Become a Super hero 
95. Compliment someone 
96. Ask first. Say please 2x. Hug 13 ppl. Thank each person, and then write on his or her 

hands. 
97. Untie someone’s shoe 
98. Make a cat mask and wear it until you leave the party. At the end of all your sentences 

add “meow” 
99. Eat something non edible 
100. Yell halleluiah 
101. Belt out “Mary had a little lamb” 
102. Get low, “To the window, to the wall” 
103. Knock something over 
104. Pick each pedal of an orange flower in the case and throw it at the nearest person  

            and run away. 
105. Cross the T 
106. Fall asleep on someone’s shoulder. 
107. Build a robot “it doesn’t have to work” 
108. Propose to 2 people in the room 
109. Make a wall angel “like a snow angel” 
110. Wear flowers in your hair 
111. Draw a valentine greeting for a girl/guy you like in this room  
112. Paint a flamingo in a fruit fight 
113. Block the video for 1 minute 
114. Photo bomb 
115. Collage a rainbow 
116. Go find a cul-de-sac kid 
117. Make love 
118. Sing the barney song to 3 people 
119. Paint a Christmas tree on the wall 
120. Make believe you’re an astronaut 
121. Make a new friend 
122. Create your own tribe 
123. Run around acting like a raptor (or some kind of dinosaur) 
124. Jump high or into a wall 
125. Confess your love life until you believe it 
126. Give someone pig tails with ribbons 
127. Ask someone if this is your color hurts their eyes. Put it in their face 
128. Act out your wildest dream. Have fun 
129. Carry 5 white boxes around the room 



130. Be batman 
131. Build a walled fortress 
132. Defy race boundaries 
133. Make a boat and sail to the moon 
134. Disrupt the flow of things (Get in the way) 
135. Pour confetti into a cardboard tube, spin around with the tube until the confetti is  

            all the way out 
136. Find someone and teach them how to knit (if you don’t know how to knit, find  

            someone who does and get them to teach you) 
137. Make it snow 
138. Go to space 
139. Put eyeliner on 6 guys do a good job 
140. Conceive a child ya’ll. Intercourse through its first year of life 
141. Make a mess 
142. You are a bee for a moment 
143. Stand in front of someone for a minute 
144. Hug 6 people wearing glasses 
145. Destroy the castle 
146. Please tell Barry to stop shouting halleluiah because Jesus Christ Superstar is  

            Monday night 
147. Paint an alien 
148. Draw the ABCs on the wall 
149. Swim a lap around the entire gallery 
150. Invent a “catch phrase” and write it 10 times on the walls 
151. Go outside in the lobby and find someone names Jared and make him dance for  

            you 
152. Make a piece for someone else to wear 
153. Go to tell someone your goriest memory 
154. Write another task 
155. Make a castle and defend it with your life 
156. Write a manifesto on toilet paper. Then wear it as a bridal train 
157. Touch yourself 
158. Dress up as your favorite cartoon character using whatever materials you can find  

            then introduce yourself to Brian selkie 
159. Find a boy with blue eyes and blonde hair. Then propose 
160. Make a tin foil helmet go to the gov cant hear your thoughts 
161. Run around dressed up like a turkey and “Quack” 
162. Do a headstand if you can’t find someone who can and convince them to do it 
163. Kiss a fool 
164. Do a handstand against the wall (someone can spot for you) 
165. Make a hat you’d love to wear 
166. Paint you or someone else’s face a solid or several colors 
167. Paint a new American flag on the wall 
168. Make a fort out of boxes 
169. Paint a door to the 5th dimension 
170. Kiss 5 peoples hand 



171. Make a quilt block and find Tracy b and show her the quilt block & this task. Hi  
            Tracy!! 

172. Act like you have poop on your shoe 
173. Write 2 tasks 
174. Take the middle out of the “A” on the task sign at the entrance 
175. Make/draw an animal you might see on safari in Africa 
176. Get your palm read 
177. Build a beard, wear it for 5minutes and give it away 
178. Create a castle fit for a king 
179. Hug 7 people 
180. Make your dream home 
181. Untie and tie someone’s shoelaces 
182. Wrap yourself in plastic and introduce yourself to the other guy wrapped in  

            plastic. Become friends 
183. Just do it 
184. Make and out on the scariest outfit you’ve ever seen 
185. Howl at the moon on the ladder 
186.  Face paint anyone 
187. Make something you hate but then love 
188. I added embellish meat 
189. Apologize to someone for their hair 
190. Build a tent city big enough for real people 
191. Half heartedly interfere with someone else’s task 
192. Make a home 
193. Grab a bunch of cookies and grapes and walk around feeding them to people 
194. Find Barry Blinderman and make him uncomfortable 
195. Colorful explosion!!!! 
196. Start a rave on the very back gallery 
197. Make you and the next person next to you a conjoined tail 
198. Deliver snacks to 3 people  
199. Paint your favorite celebrity on the wall 
200. Do a sharks or jets dance with a friend 
201. Compliment 5 people on something be sincere 
202. Paint peoples thumbs blue 
203. Make animal ears for yourself and ask five people if you can be their pet 
204. Pantomime milking a cow for 3 people 
205. Serenade a beautiful person with a beautiful song 
206. Make 7 more tasks 
207. Act like a cat 
208. You are tiger woods for 5 minutes 
209. Paint a cat face on a friend 
210. Do something naughty (but nice) 
211. Have someone get on your shoulders. Paint “This is how tall I am” on the wall 
212. Play dead 
213. Eat a cookie 
214. Glow in the dark pyramid 



215. Make a shredded paper master piece 
216. Stick an appendage in the hole I made in the back room 
217. Growl at people 
218. Build a statue with 5 people 
219. Go over to the food table pick up a cookie, sniff it then put it back 
220. Paint big “Y” on the wall 
221. Walk around with a giant tube and yell silly words through it 
222. Toss 5 grapes in someone’s mouth 
223. Fashion a weapon and do army crawls on the ground. Tell passerby you’re “duck   

            huntin’…shhhh” 
224. Run around screaming for 2 minutes 
225. Give as many hugs to people as you can then write the number of hugs on the  

            wall 
226. Do 10 jumping jacks 
227. Clean up or completely paint a 7ft area 1 color 
228. Create a small book and have others fill it with images 
229. Paint a big pair of pants 
230. Floor is lava don’t touch it 
231. Ask to get your picture taken by someone with a camera 
232. Pull the hair of ten people 
233. Become a mummy 
234. Give a kiss to someone 
235. Make a sculpture of letters and tape then exhibit it on the wall 
236. Write your name on everything 
237. Have a wedding 
238. Make a valentine and give it to someone 
239. Dance a little dance for about 5min 
240. Scream the name of someone you love 
241. Face paint 
242. Ask a photographer to take your picture 
243. Plant a flower on someone 
244. Make a giant pros/cons list about valentines day on a wall for all to see 
245. Learn 1 word in a foreign language 
246. Worship someone’s artwork 
247. Make 2 crowns out of anything wear one, give one to a stranger 
248. Make or find a hackey sack and then form a hack arch with 5 people 
249. Walk around smiling, nodding and periodically saying, “yes yes absolutely yes!”  

            until someone asks you to see your task. 
250. Draw eyeballs on the wall 
251. Use feathers in a project 
252. Write yes 
253. Get 5 people to give you a high five with paint on your hand 
254. Do a self portrait 
255. Paint a dradle next to the Christmas tree 
256. Find Bill Daniel and say something nice 
257. Play tic tac toe on the wall with a stranger 



258. Make a tower that reaches the ceiling 
259. Tell a stranger the color of your underwear (if you wear any) 
260. Give two people “the talk” about the birds and the bees like your grandma would 
261. Make a rock star outfit and sing a song in it 
262. Make up a short story about your dog max and tell someone 
263. Paint your nails a lovely shade of black 
264. Sing bohemian rhapsody to anyone who will listen 
265. Christen someone with glitter 
266. Find the nearest person with glasses and paint them on the wall 
267. Create the Eiffel tower using at least 5 people 
268. Spin around in a circle for a while ok? Ok 
269. Paint a flower/weed on someone’s face 
270. Draw whiskers on 5 people 
271. Kiss someone you don’t know 
272. Give a compliment to a random person 
273. Run around screaming for 2min 
274. Kiss someone who you think is hot 
275. Paint a yellow brick road 
276. Ask someone to be your valentine 
277. You’re a cowboy 
278. Make a star wars reference 
279. Serenade someone 
280. Draw paint hello kitty HUGE 
281. Touch Brian Selkie inappropriately (He wont mind) ask first.. 
282. Ask a stranger to dance with you 
283. Paint yourself as a decaying corpse 
284. Kiss the person to the right of you 
285. Become a sea creature 
286. Walk around yelling pork chop sandwiches very loudly for 2min 
287. Introduce yourself to 5 random people and say something random about yourself 
288. Draw out a verse from the last song you heard. (turn the words into a picture) 
289. Recreate a scene of a dream you once had. Or a nightmare 
290. Paint your face like a cat and build a litter box for yourself 
291. Make wind 
292. Do another task but as a robot 
293. Fake an orgasm 
294. Become pregnant 
295. Make and hang a mistletoe and grab someone to kiss 
296. Knit something following this pattern  

            kl pl kl pl 
            kl pl kl pl 
            kl pl kl pl 
            kl pl kl pl 

297. Create a formula for success 
298. Tell a stranger a secret 
299. Act like your picking your nose and eat it 



300. Tell ten people they are sexy 
301. Party like its 1999 
302. Hug 10 people 
303. Stand the cardboard in the house like manner 
304. Become a dinosaur 
305. Make a necklace that is ridiculously large and cumbersome 
306. Hiss in someone’s ear 
307. Link arms with a stranger and help them with their task 
308. Blow someone’s mind 
309. Please come to my party 2 min near the orange ladder 
310. Draw your favorite happy place 
311. Hide under a table scare four people 
312. Sing as much of an awful cheesy song as you know as loud as you can 
313. Proclaim you are the 2nd country of Christ 
314. Make a non-food sandwich 
315. Make and perform a dance routine (the more people the better) 
316. Paint a tube like a rainbow 
317. Change your name to something silly and introduce yourself to as many people as  

            possible 
318. Act like Dolly Parton and get someone to guess who you are 
319. You are a momma duck recruit 5 ducklings and lead them to the food table and  

            back 
320. Start a band using air instruments  
321. Make a ridiculously tall hat and wear it 
322. Feel the rhythm 
323. Feed your friend 20 grapes 
324. Make an octopus garden 
325. Paint/draw a self portrait on the wall 
326. Create a scene from your favorite movie with 4 random people 
327. Trace a piece of clothing with someone 
328. Give yourself war paint 
329. Tell the next person you talk to how much you love them 
330. Write 10 tasks 
331. Interview a stranger 

               ask their name 
               favorite grade school 
               mother’s maiden name 
               last time they cried 

332. Throw around TP rolls 
333. Give a stranger a gallery tour 
334. Kiss a baby 
335. For the rest of the day try to make people bow down to you 
336. Poke 11 people saying “tee hee” while you do so 
337. Find the pregnant man. Deliver his baby. Convince him its time, scream 3x  

            loudly: it’s a boy hold up the baby at the same time 
338. Play Marco polo with someone else 



339. Paint a giant penis on the wall 
340. Quote the raven 
341. Yodel as if on top of a Swiss mountain 
342. Create a board game 
343. (pretend) attack anyone acting like an animal 
344. build a fantastical land full of narwhals 
345. find the blonde young man with black coats and blue t-shirt. Borrow his hat for  

            5min. tell him its for charity 
346. make the whole room sing happy birthday to Oliver 
347. Go up to a boy random and ask if they are circumcised 
348. sing lean on me really LOUD 
349. do the single ladies dance 
350. get someone to let you cut their hair 
351. walk up to 5 people and kiss them on the forehead and pretend they are dying 
352. make someone into a bird 
353. blow up a balloon until it pops 
354. get everyone to count down the new year 
355. have a 5min dance party 
356. turn off lights then turn them on 
357. run around the room singing the national anthem 
358. sing we are the world as loud as you can 
359. make a magic wand and cast a spell on somebody 
360. show someone your newest break dancing move 
361. glue glitter on your face 
362. do soulja boy 
363. be the change you wish to see in the world 
364. find someone that you haven’t seen in a while. Hug them and draw matching  

            tattoos on their arms and yours 
365. sing a love song to someone 
366. get at least 4 people to do a choreographed dance with you 
367. take somebody’s shoes off them 
368. build a house and live in it 
369. make a treasure map as a task put it in the task box 
370. play tic tac toe with someone you don’t know and win 
371. make a pair of glasses for someone 
372. look someone you don’t know in the eyes and tell them you love them 
373. tape 10 broke crayons back together again 
374. pantomime 
375. stuff your mouth with anything 
376. make yourself into a burrito 
377. tell 15 people they have a great Ass 
378. give someone a flower and tell them they’re beautiful 
379. make a smiley face mask and wear it for 5min 
380. get upon a chair and make the whole room go silent and scream I love  you and  

            make them respond 
381. make a robotic arm 



382. start an argument and continue until yelling 
383. for 2min walk around and yell “I love your mothers” LOUD 
384. paint someone’s portrait on the wall 
385. walk around without touching the floor 
386. you are reptar 
387. find a date get a number 
388. ask someone what you can do to make them feel good but don’t do anything  

            creepy 
389. draw a rainbow 
390. sing a camp song or make one up and sing it 
391. play with color 
392. get 5 people to play duck duck goose for 3rounds 
393. make two swords and challenge someone to a duel giving them one of your  

            swords 
394. tell somebody Wu Tang Clan aint nothing to fuck wit 
395. give someone a hickey (anywhere) 
396. jump on top of something and sing a ballad 
397. ask everyone where Brandon the sexy black man is then when you find him hug  

            him 
398. make a ring and ask someone to marry you 
399. you are a beautiful ballerina who hates the color blue and loves to talk about it 
400. introduce yourself to 5 people you don’t know tell them what you do find out  

            about them 
401. take the plant and turn it into an outfit or headdress 
402. Apologize heartedly to a stranger 
403. make a cake 
404. act like opposite gender 
405. make someone a diamond ring 
406. get a group to do the electric slide 
407. make it hard 
408. give the mummy a hug and tell him its ok 
409. write 10 tasks 
410. wear your clothes backwards and inside out like criss cross (changing in public  

            optional) 
411. flash your tattoo or piercing 
412. ask someone to marry you 
413. talk to someone who is alone 
414. make a human train and circle the room with at least 3 people 
415. Die really loudly on the floor 
416. Get a group together to play a game of leap frog 
417. Make a box fort 
418. Change your name to Brandon 
419. Play duck duck goose with everyone 
420. You’re an alien, build your escape pad!! Hurry they are coming for you 
421. Ask someone to dance 
422. Act out a scene from any movie or play 



423. Find C’ne , the short black girl with glasses and kiss her on the forehead 
424. Pop lock and drop it 
425. Play Tic-Tac-Toe 
426. Find Luke Johnson scream until he touches you 
427. Do the Time Warp 
428. Become a bumble bee 
429. Tape ears on your head behave as if rabid 
430. Give someone a valentine 
431. Draw a line of 17 mice doing the cha-cha, put it somewhere 
432. Bring someone a bottle of water 
433. Do a Lap-piggy back style 
434. Make a friend 
435. Become a dragon and terrorize the town folk nicely of course 
436. Paint your hand and give someone a high-five 
437. Make a friendship bracelet and give it to someone 
438. Start a game of tag 
439. Make a new friend 
440. Learn how to sign your name by letter 
441. Do a rain dance 
442. Start a rock paper scissors game with a stranger, best of 3 wins 
443. Crawl like a mouse 
444. If you were stranded on an island, prepare the objects you would take 
445. Take a bow from someone 
446. Kill a king 
447. Make a fancy purse 
448. Create a bucket, tell someone to take your bucket from you respond negatively  

            when they do 
449. Get out of task free 
450. Play hide-and go seek 
451. Convince the person next to you that you are temporarily insane. 
452. Make a friend 
453. Find Olivia Rios Give her a mustache 
454. Present yourself as a present to someone 
455. Dick in a box 
456. Grab a partner and do do-si-do 
457. Take over the world 
458. Throw someone a surprise b-day party 
459. Tickle Haley Fisk 
460. Compliment someone who isn’t wearing a hat, and tell them you like their hat (it  

            reminds you of the country) 
461. Recite a love poem to Oliver Herring 
462. Create your own beach resort 
463. Give someone a flower 
464. Invent something 
465. Fake terex syndrome for a few minutes 
466. Get 5 people with you to scream Michael Jackson a lot 



467. Play dead for 5 minutes 
468. Ask someone to eat something that looks like this (pacman) 
469. Kiss all of the girls in the room 
470. Find a girl with feathers in her hair and pluck one out yelling “Pluckety Pluck” 
471. Make a hula hoop 
472. Steal Casey’s kingdom 
473. Walk around TASK table with eyes closed 
474. Become “Piano Cat” 
475. Start a pyramid scheme 
476. Hop on pop 
477. Wear your heart on your sleeve 
478. Enjoy pink 
479. Find and wear the angry hat 
480. Ask if you can have part of someone’s costume 
481. Write a secret you’ve never told anyone on the wall 
482. Get the kid sitting on the cube in vest’s number 
483. Kiss the person closest to you 
484. Hop around on one leg for a minute or two 
485. Find 6 people and recreate a scene from the movie “300” 
486. Write a sentence 1 word per wall end in codfish 
487. Find two look a likes for a photo-op 
488. Yell so you can be heard 
489. Set yourself free 
490. If you were on a spaceship paint what you would see 
491. Swim 5 laps of the room using backstroke 
492. Make a sandwich for Nathan Retzer 
493. Fake an orgasm as loud as you are physically able 
494. Make a flower and give it to someone 
495. Hug someone who needs it 
496. Have a conversation with another person in another language 
497. Laugh manically for sixty seconds 
498. Your name is now Jar Jar Binx, tell everyone 
499. Paint your name on the wall 
500. Call all your friends and invite them here 
501. Become a pirate robot 
502. Its hammer time, you know what to do 
503. I’m a frog and I can jump 
504. Make the ultimate paper airplane 
505. Just dance 
506. Make eye contact wink at a stranger 
507. Find someone dressed as a bird/bride/robot and take off their costume 
508. Make a sword and battle someone 
509. Tie your shoes together and do the hokey pokey 
510. Wear your shoes on your hands 
511. Do the robot dressed like one 
512. Direct everybody to go to the backroom 



513. Sing your favorite song 
514. Tape a kick me sign to someone’s back 
515. Introduce yourself to 6 strangers as Monty Pythons Long Lost Brothers 
516. Go to jail 
517. Gather all the black people in the room and sing with them 
518. Throw confetti in someone’s hair 
519. Make an Indian headdress and do a war dance 
520. Find Sheila Majumdar and congratulate her 
521. Sing twinkle twinkle little star until room sings too 
522. Make a bus, pick people up with it 
523. Eat some cheese 
524. Go around an pick tasks up from tables, floors, etc and turn them into a robot by  

            the food table 
525. Teach someone Spanish 
526. Turn hangmen into piñata 
527. Steal a friend 
528. Call 5 people and invite them here 
529. Steal a task from the finished task box and replace it with this one 
530. Kiss me kiss me kiss me 
531. Mark heights of 12 people on wall 
532. Paint someone 
533. Have a snowball fight inside 
534. Block the shot of a photo/video for 5 minutes without admitting why 
535. Defy gender roles 
536. Write a poem about your love 
537. Confess your love in a monologue to the people around you 
538. Look someone in the eye and tell them you love them 
539. Please sing 5 Christmas carols preferably without a group 
540. Ask Oliver Herring for his video camera 
541. Follow someone wearing red 
542. Sing Rick Ashley “Never gonna give you up” really loud 
543. Crab walk around for 5 minutes 
544. Help two people with their tasks 
545. Explain to someone that the earth is in danger of magical destruction 
546. Don’t tell the truth like 30 times in a row 
547. Let someone next to you know that their pants are on fire, therefore they must be  

            a liar 
548. Invent a game, play with at least 4 people 
549. You are a roman warrior, prepare for battle 
550. Make some ugly jewelry for someone 
551. Pretend to be foreign 
552. Give yourself and a stranger giraffe horn-thingies 
553. Stand on one leg on a chair for one minute silently 
554. Yell as you paint a smiley face on the wall 
555. Start a Dave Mathews cover band and perform 



556. Find bubble wrap, make a bubble wrap baby and carry it with you proclaiming  
            how proud you are of your baby 

557. Be and astronaut 
558. Become an avatar 
559. Take “myspace” style photo with Oliver herring 
560. Box with a stranger 
561. Perform 15 minutes of your favorite film and charge one dollar a person for 20  

            people to watch 
562. Be a Veggie Monster 
563. TeePee the desk ladies 
564. Slow dance with someone 
565. Divide all men from woman in separate corners 
566. Perform miss America Crowning ceremony 
567. Sing a love song to someone 
568. Make a Tail 
569. Be a victim of duct tape 
570. Make yourself a mask 
571. Write love on the wall as big as you possible can 
572. Wiggle around like a worm 
573. Find the guy with bad B.O. and tell him to put deodorant on 
574. Make an airplane and fly it 
575. Look for your mom 
576. Be a bird 
577. Tell anyone you jr. high memories 
578. Appear catatonic on the ground. Leap up and attack when someone checks on you 
579. Go up to any and every person wearing pink and yell PINK loudly 
580. Paint a bird on the wall 
581. Curl up on the floor in fetal position for 2 mins and don’t talk to or look at anyone 
582. Make a valentine and give it away 
583. Nail the hammer 
584. Sing a lullaby really off key 
585. Make a porno 
586. You’re a cat cat cat, CAT. You’re a kitty kat and you dance dance dance and  

            dance and dance 
587. Paint 10 squares on the wall 
588. Do awesome air guitar solo 
589. You are stuck in a light saber duel 
590. Laugh Manically with two strangers 
591. Become your favorite mythical creature 
592. Gather 10 animals and make them surround the nearest king of the jungle and  

            bow to them while make animal noises 
593. Warn people about dehydrogenate monoxide 
594. Make a musical instrument 
595. Make someone your pet 
596. Kiss 5 people in a striped shirt 
597. Kiss a black guy on the cheek 



598. Sing and do the motions to London bridge is falling down 
599. Do the Napoleon Dynamite dance 
600. Be a Buddha 
601. Have a toga party (animal house) 
602. Jump in the hay 
603. Make a miniature city and go Godzilla on it 
604. Making a special valentine kiss 
605. Paint Chester Sucks on the wall in red paint 
606. Stand on the table and lead the whole room in dance aerobics 
607. Have a sword fight with the cardboard tubes the loser must claim a defeat 
608. Spin around until you fall down 
609. Get a game of tug of war going 
610. Play twister with a large group 
611. Graffiti positive encouragements 
612. Write the worst joke you know on the wall 
613. Take a picture of someone with their own camera 
614. Have a major temper tantrum melt down 
615. Paint a picture of a cup and give it to someone 
616. Make a nativity scent in hell 
617. Stand on the table and play air guitar, but spend half of your time tuning your air  

            guitar 
618. You are Picasso 
619. Yell out for a girl named Brittany and when you find her kiss her cheek 
620. Put glitter in your hair announce that you are pretty 
621. Run 10 laps, soldier 
622. Ask people what you can do for them. DO IT 
623. Paint something blue 
624. Sing “My Girl” as loud as you can for 5 min. 
625. Start a slow clap 
626. Act like a snobby bitch to everyone in the room 
627. Find a stranger to propose to 
628. Re-submit your favorite task that you’ve given or have been given so far 
629. Clear a path 
630. Walk around find a way to be cupid 
631. Write your mothers name on anything 
632. Challenge a stranger to a duel and win 
633. Find a stranger and put 10 red dots on them 
634. Make a cookie and give it to someone 
635. Invite the people outside in the hallway to come in 
636. Change the radio station 
637. Make a tribute to Dr. Seuss 
638. Stand next to someone who is working on a project and don’t say anything for at  

            least one minute 
639. Knock someone’s socks off 
640. Play air drums…put on a show 
641. Call your mom and tell her you love her 



642. Turn yourself into the Anime version of yourself 
643. Invent something 
644. Create a UFO to fly around in 
645. Start a game of tag 
646. Rub the pregnant ladies belly 
647. Go around asking “Oh really?” until someone says “Yea, really” then say No way 
648. Give a flower to someone wearing black 
649. Make a sculpture out of 10 green things 
650. Run around and give bunny ears to 20 people 
651. Free king Casey 
652. Weave something out of anything 
653. Call 13097375174 and give a compliment 
654. Apologize sincerely to 10 people 
655. Hide in plain sight 
656. Be a vampire and drink someone’s blood 
657. Find the tallest person in the room and be extremely confrontational with that  

            person 
658. Do not complete this task 
659. Pretend you’re a third base catcher, walk backwards saying “I got it…I got it” 
660. Visually recreate a corporate merger 
661. Sing a show tune 
662. Find a bald guy and tell him to have a nice day 
663. Steal something and keep it for the rest of your life 
664. Do something epic 
665. Walk around the room and get a chant going say…”I’m not that drunk” 
666. Slip somebody a love note without them knowing 
667. Make the longest braid possible 
668. Try to convince someone that global warming is real 
669. Engage someone in conversation then freeze in the middle of it 
670. Give yourself a tail 
671. Bust a sick nasty freestyle 
672. Walk around with your left hand in the air for 1 min count slowly 
673. Give a kiss to the highest bidder or who wants it the most 
674. Make a dinosaur costume and wear it 
675. Construct a very long cat show it to people and proclaim “long cat is long” 
676. I think Oliver Herring is cute, tell him for me 
677. Create your own language and write it on the wall 
678. Make yourself ruby slippers and yell out loud-“There’s no place like home” 
679. Get everyone’s attention stand on the chair and say as loud as you can “Chester  

            Costello is a complete idiot” 
680. Make a trumpet 
681. Make a mosaic on the wall out of scraps you find on the floor 
682. Find a way to display the angry hat so it is no longer angry 
683. Rob a bank, then run 
684. Draw you are favorite state on someone’s face 
685. Help someone 



686. Hug a lovely stranger 
687. Look at the art on the wall, choose your favorite, and replicate it 
688. Battle rap without someone 
689. Find your lost poodle 
690. Get everyone’s attention, yell as loud as you can that Jackie is the sexiest beast in  

            the room 
691. Cover the left side of your body in duct tape 
692. Find someone you don’t know at all and ask if you can kiss their hand, then do it 
693. Unzip someone’s hoodie and walk away 
694. Collect 5 participants spin around in circles until dizzy 
695. Where’s the beef 
696. Bedazzle someone 
697. Yell out your favorite movie line 
698. Find the angry hat and give it to someone to wear 
699. Put a kick me sign on your back for the rest of the time count how many time you  

            get kicked 
700. Do nothing for 10 minutes 
701. Make believe you’re an oompa loompa sing their song 
702. Do ten pushups 
703. Become a dinosaur 
704. Run around the room screaming the British Are Coming 
705. Ultimate Rock Paper Scissors Battle (10 people minimum) 
706. Throw something 
707. Play Hacky Sack 
708. Teach someone your favorite dance move 
709. Find me 
710. Take someone on a joy ride 
711. Call an ex boy/girlfriend and tell them to fuck off 
712. Touch someone’s nose 
713. Start a petition to remove the Swiss from Switzerland 
714. Walk on all fours from wall to wall 
715. Dream out loud 
716. Find an object that matches this shape and put it somewhere awesome 
717. Tell someone something you like about them 
718. Make up a dance to this song 
719. Tie your leg to someone else’s have a race with another team 
720. Make a human weather vane 
721. Smile at Melissa Oresty dotingly for one full minute 
722. Pretend everybody you talk to is a ghost 
723. Rap about foreskin. “I want your skin your complexion its perplexing’ its so soft  

            like the skin on your…yikes” 
724. Find Excalibur slay people 
725. Have a root race around the gallery with at least 3 other people 
726. Paint in big bold letters your least favorite idea on hanging effigy 
727. Swing dance 
728. Put the flower vase somewhere else 



729. Write a post secret on the wall 
730. Stand with your nose on the wall for 2 minutes 
731. Parade around the room 3 times shouting “ME” 
732. Run around the room being a monkey 
733. Ask Oliver Herring to help with a task 
734. Tag, you’re it. Pass it on 
735. Fill someone’s hood with confetti 
736. Tell someone your life story in less than 30 seconds 
737. Start a rave 
738. Storm the beaches 
739. Cry 
740. Break dance 
741. Scribble everywhere 
742. Start singing “pants on the ground, pants on the ground” until someone joins in 
743. Start a fake argument with a stranger 
744. Paint with the food 
745. Pretend you’re Max from “Where the Wild things are” 
746. Cut a rug 
747. Open a big can of worms 
748. Sing a song acappella loudly 
749. Create a large puppet 
750. Make a dress out of cardboard, tape, and confetti 
751. Join three strangers in a rousing game of Quidditch 
752. Go on a treasure hunt 
753. Steal the flowers off the guys head and don’t give them back 
754. Become a dinosaur 
755. Build a time travel device 
756. Do the Macarena 
757. Create a doll 
758. Make yourself a peg leg 
759. Tattoo something 
760. Do the chicken dance 
761. Take someone’s hat off 
762. Make a super badass hat give it to a girl in a purpose 
763. Occupy the task table with a battalion 
764. Sing an obnoxious rap song 
765. Give Casey a backrub 
766. Find Casey Ranhecke and tell her Daiva says hello 
767. Tell a person with glasses that they look sexy in their glasses 
768. Make yourself a prom dress and ask someone to be your date 
769. Tie together 10 people for 10 min 
770. Sing a song to someone about your love for them 
771. Steal the A in task 
772. Make yourself into an 80s girl 
773. Try on 3 peoples glasses 
774. Pretend to sleep 



775. Give 10 different people a hug 
776. Throw a party 
777. Ride on someone’s shoulders reciting all the words you know to either gangsters  

            paradise or colors of the wind 
778. Let someone draw something on your hand 
779. Damage the task sign 
780. Make a rhythm section with the cardboard mailing tubes 
781. Cover everyone near you in confetti 
782. Build a wall that blocks a path 
783. Make a decorative headpiece for a random person 
784. Sing bye-bye black sheep in round  
785. Pump up the jam 
786. High-five 3 strangers 
787. Leave your mark 
788. Introduce yourself to 5 people you don’t know 
789. Have the photographer take a picture of you upside down 
790. Explosion in your pants 
791. Make your wedding dress and have your first dance by yourself 
792. Become a super hero and save someone from a villain 
793. Laugh maniacally, loudly, whateverly 
794. Declare loudly that you went commando today 
795. Find someone who enjoys a good piece of taffy 
796. Start a Congo line 
797. Write your mothers name on the wall 
798. Invite 3 people to the party 
799. Paint a picture of your dream mate on the wall 
800. Go tell someone that you have to pee now. 
801. Find the bachelor 
802. Steal a cool hat 
803. Go to the top of the ladder and sing “it’s the climb” by Miley Cyrus 
804. Play volleyball 
805. Steal the bumblebee’s wings 
806. Puff the magic dragon 
807. Romantically serenade someone you don’t know 
808. Make some ears to wear 
809. Have a snowball fight without snow 
810. Sing “A spoonful of sugar” from Mary Poppins 
811. Hit on the grim reaper 
812. Ultimate Frisbee y’all 
813. Create a log cabin 
814. You need some sideburns, make them wear them  
815. Introduce yourself to ten people in pig Latin 
816. Become a dinosaur 
817. Get a piggy back ride 
818. Find Matt Johnson, kiss his face 
819. Draw a mandala on a wall 



820. Find a partner and paint quick portraits of each other on the gallery wall 
821. Steal that girls zebra bandana and then give it back and apologize 
822. Slay the dragon 
823. Tell 5 people the strangest thing you know 
824. Make level of Mario for people to play in 
825. Make a trail of feet on the floor 
826. Find robo-kitty some yarn 
827. Get a stranger to get your number then smile and say “call me” 
828. Sing Sir-Mix-A-Lots “I like big butts” 
829. Challenge Casey for the crown 
830. Comb and groom someone like a monkey 
831. Paint a poem 
832. Make a telescope and find the moon 
833. Run around the room and drag a paintbrush along the wall 
834. Get everyone to do the robot 
835. Find someone to swing dance with you 
836. We’re doomed, prophecize, have literature 
837. Go to the food table and challenge someone to a food ----- 
838. Learn an interesting fact about everyone in yellow and then tell the crowd 
839. Do the stanky leg 
840. Politely go into someone’s pocket 
841. Make another task sign 
842. Make a gorilla mask and scare two people 
843. Exchange phone numbers with someone you find adorable 
844. Steal the hat out of the tall guys pocket (he’s wearing a brown shirt) 
845. Make someone’s hair stand on end 
846. You are the walrus let everyone know 
847. Tell someone about your last dream with style 
848. Tape toilet paper to the wall 
849. Draw a butterfly on the wall 
850. Write a love song 
851. Look someone in the eye for way too long 
852. Ask a stranger to give you a 30 second shoulder massage 
853. Get a stranger to compliment you 
854. Paint a black dot on your nose with your eyes closed 
855. Become a spider 
856. Stand up and scream “actually reality, Act Up! Fight Aids!” 
857. Propose to someone you don’t know 
858. Steal Brandon’s name tag 
859. Paint a caricature on the wall 
860. Zombies! Be a zompe find brains 
861. Announce “robot” and then do the robot 
862. Climb to the highest corner and paint a goat on a cliff 
863. Propose to someone 
864. Party near the orange ladder in two minutes, be there 
865. Make a dress 



866. Steal the super bad ass hat 
867. Grab someone’s butt and then apologize 
868. Sit and color an inspiring landscape 
869. Write 10 tasks 
870. Make an interruptive dance around someone 
871. Write something on blue wall in gallery 
872. Have a conversation with someone in a fake accent 
873. Paint your self portrait on the wall 
874. Paint your favorite animal on the wall 
875. Wrap yourself in a material of your choice, from head to toe 
876. Stand behind Oliver Herring.  Wrap your arms around him and sway 
877. Dance around like a fairy 
878. Tell a secret to a stranger and then hug them 
879. Make a costume for the donkey on wall 
880. Be an animorph 
881. Make and wear a mask for a little while 
882. 309-261-2878 
883. draw a map of the US on the wall 
884. sing “We are the world” by Michael Jackson and write a new TASK 
885. Star Wars time: Get a friend.  Approach someone else and say, “My friend  

            doesn’t like you… I don’t like you either.” Write a new TASK 
886. Make a chalk or tape outline of a body on the floor 
887. Made a garden 
888. Create a big mac w/fries 
889. Made a voo doo doll of someone you know 
890. Get everyone to hug the nearest person for 15 seconds 
891. Sit on one of the podiums for 5 minutes 
892. Tell 5 people “Bah Humbug!” 
893. Make a cool fort and name it for yourself 
894. Have a dance off 
895. Draw a picture of your dad on your elbow then preach a sermon 
896. Divide the room 
897. Get all the lost boys to yell bangerang! 
898. Make a crown of flowers and crown a guy princess of TASK 
899. Tell Barry Blindermand he’s fired! 
900. Be tinkerbell 
901. Sign your name on every wall 
902. Claim this land in the name of the country of your choice 
903. Touch head and say good day 
904. Give someone a mage high five 
905. Steal a big cup 
906. Usurp the monarchy 
907. Have a 1910s boxing match with a crowd of polite spectators 
908. Please, be careful 
909. Confess your love to Melissa Oresky 
910. Act out a scene from your favorite movie 



911. Make a hate with your favorite fruits 
912. Finger paint on something 
913. Convince a stranger to buy your kidneys 
914. Rip down the TASK sign 
915. Make something out of 10 pieces of red things 
916. Paint the ceiling 
917. Make a crown and king someone 
918. Suspend 15 boxes off the ground 
919. Make a kitty & bunny sculpture 
920. Paint a secret on the wall 
921. Touch everyone wearing blue inappropriately 
922. Yell out to everyone your favorite Talladega Nights quote 
923. Follow someone around and be their shadow 
924. Lay on the table and sleep for 2 minutes 
925. Your are a robot 
926. Have someone lead you through the room with your eyes closed 
927. Get a tattoo 
928. Scream Melissa Redmond as loud as you can 
929. Splash people (in each room) in the face with water 
930. Hug Uncle Sam 
931. Hold someone hostage 
932. Love yourself 
933. Produce a play 
934. Build a fake town 10 feet tall 
935. Try to clean up and act frustrated while doing so 
936. Make 3 tasks 
937. Be wind 
938. Get a plate of snacks and feed someone romantically 
939. Make a tuxedo 
940. Do something round with the tubes 
941. Find someone whose name begins with A and paint a portrait of her/him 
942. Wear your heart on your sleeve 
943. Take a hike! 
944. Find the girl with the uneaten cheese stick.  Steal it and eat it right in front of her  

            all the while saying loudly and in a crazy manner “this is my cheese!” 
945. Steal someone’s task 
946. Trade shirts 
947. Intimidate someone  
948. Give yourself a tattoo  
949. Make yourself into a bunny 
950. Paint your lover/crush’s name on the wall 
951. Thrown a chair 
952. Collect everything green 
953. Design an outfit based on clouds 
954. Hug someone 
955. Hang something long from the ceiling 



956. Make a life sized stick person 
957. Show your enthusiasm with foil 
958. Put flowers in people’s hair 
959. Start a dance crew 
960. Kiss on the cheek the cutest staff member you see 
961. Start singing songs from the musical “Oliver” find out a song if you don’t know  

            one 
962. Crush the white castle! 
963. You are thing 1.  Find thing 2. 
964. Play baseball 
965. Paint the color of your favorite animal on your right hand 
966. Draw a dark haired brunette named Colleen Lescher 
967. Hop on one foot 10 times 
968. Come on, put some pants on for gods sake 
969. Make a dress using tape and Styrofoam 
970. 1 minute hope on one leg while patting your head 
971. cover the left side of your body in duct tape 
972. fix someone’s hair 
973. find Barry Blinderman and shake his hand 
974. make a unicorn—give it to someone for their most impossible wish 
975. paint a picture of what you think world peace would look like on the wall 
976. paint your mom’s face on the floor and write her name under it 
977. steal a flower 
978. give someone a cookie and compliment them at the same time 
979. find Mitch Briner and tug his scarf 
980. join someone else in their task 
981. find the girl with a blue flower and ask her if you can de-flower her then if she  

            says yes take it and give it to the next girl you see. 
982. do math 
983. paint a curly mustache on 3 women with glasses 
984. tell someone you love them 
985. paint your cell phone # on the wall 
986. walk around the gallery & introduce everyone to your invisible friend 
987. act like a serial killer who has irritable bowel syndrome 
988. start a revolt with glitter 
989. ask someone out, then break up with them 
990. recreate the volleyball net and get 4 people to play with you 
991. whisper a family secret to a stranger 
992. paint on walls a crown face 
993. make a crazy box—hide in it for 8 minutes, then jump out and tell the first person  

            you see that you love them—say it loud! 
994. Find someone with a camera and demand your picture 
995. Tell a knock knock joke but don’t tell who’s there (to 2 people) 
996. Draw something on 10 people 
997. Text someone on someone else’s phone 
998. Draw something on 10 people 



999. Stage a wedding get as many people to attend as possible 
1000. Have a confetti snow ball fight 
1001. Use the cardboard mailing tubes to make a symphony 
1002. Start a game of tag 
1003. Braid someone’s hair 
1004. Drop to the floor and have a fake seizure 
1005. Be a wild thing 
1006. Find Brandon and chase him 
1007. Make a wedding dress and wear it 
1008. Draw a cloud above the Congo line 
1009. Climb the ladder and give a 5 minute speech (firey oratory please) for health care  

            reform 
1010. Hold someone’s hand 
1011. Find someone you like and tell them 
1012. Paint a self portrait (with your eyes closed) and sign your best friend’s name 
1013. Draw me a cow! 
1014. Save someone’s life 
1015. Jump in place for 10 seconds 
1016. Bad touch the mummy 
1017. Find the bag of money in territory occupied by a fort 
1018. Add long sleeves to your shirt 
1019. Climb to the highest point and yell, “this is Sparta!” 
1020. Sing “Shake, shake, shake senora, shake your body line.  Move, move, move  

            senora move it all de time.”  Then write a new task. 
1021. Grab some flowers, find an attractive dude (gal) & romance them! 
1022. Construct a cat and wear it on your shoulder 
1023. Invent your own alphabet 
1024. Destroy something! 
1025. Create a crime scene 
1026. Paint your favorite city on the wall—label it if necessary (put yourself in the  

            painting) 
1027. Pretend to be pregnant and giving birth 
1028. Pretend to cry and yell “Leave Britney Alone I mean it!” 
1029. Draw a picture on the TASK box 
1030. Ask everyone why the wall is being built 
1031. Get to know 5 girls and run the final episode of the Bachelor.  Give one of them a  

            rose! 
1032. Build 10 paper airplanes and throw them around the room 
1033. Ode to chicken 
1034. Make a room in Fort Jeanette 
1035. Make a sign that says “Oh Steve, you’re sooo hot!” on it.  Give it to someone.   

            Make sure they wear it. 
1036. Make everyone take a 30 second nap on the floor 
1037. Become a bee or something like it 
1038. Destroy an abandoned structure 
1039. Scale the wall dividing the room 



1040. Join hands to overcome the barriers that divide us 
1041. Be a bird of prey 
1042. Go get in my cage by the front steps 
1043. Tell someone you love them 
1044. Feed the rhinoceros 
1045. Make a piece of jewelry and wear it 
1046. Get up and scream “what time is it” and have everyone answer “game time” 
1047. Hold trial for the girl on the wall (note on this task that says: sorry, couldn’t read  

            this or I would have done it) 
1048. Start a 7.5 person drum circle 
1049. Jump up and down yelling “boing boing” 
1050. Lead a revolt against the wall 
1051. Call your mom 
1052. Lick someone 
1053. If someone asks your name say “I don’t know” 
1054. You are sooooo sorry to as many people as possible for 4 minutes 
1055. Find the clean corner and take a pic by it.  Also leave your mark on it without  

            jeopardizing its cleanliness 
1056. Smile like a girl to a guy 
1057. Smell someone’s armpits 
1058. Do 5 jumping jacks 
1059. Write 10 new tasks 
1060. Make a complete fool of yourself 
1061. Go outside, scream, and come back in 
1062. Pick a corner and clean the floor 
1063. Make a very large spoon and a very small bowl.  Proclaim that your spoon is too  

            big 
1064. Have a whistling contest with 4 people 
1065. Paint the Fort Jeanette 
1066. Paint the newly constructed wall 
1067. Start shit with that dude in tye-dye I (heart) DC shirt 
1068. Make an eye patch and talk like David Bowie 
1069. You are an alien.  Make a human costume to blend in 
1070. Make a forest 
1071. Make a Darth Vader helmet 
1072. It’s opposite day for 5 minutes 
1073. Finish someone else’s task 
1074. Become a dinosaur 
1075. Go! Now! Grand someone 3 wishes!! 
1076. Make a house out of boxes 
1077. Object to a wedding.  Don’t let them finish 
1078. Get naked 
1079. Hold hands with a stranger for 1 minute 
1080. You’re a dominatrix.  Find someone who’s been very, very bad 
1081. Make a creepy van and try to give someone candy 
1082. Ask people to scratch your back 



1083. Fill up a bunch of balloons and pop ALL of them. 
1084. Get everyone’s attention and fake an orgasm 
1085. Write your real phone number on someone’s hand 
1086. Start a game of duck duck goose 
1087. Paint an immense adorable bunny on the wall…then give him fang and a unicorn  

            horn 
1088. Walk like an Egyptian around the room 
1089. Make a present for someone 
1090. Lay on the table for writing tasks and heckle the guests 
1091. Rescue someone from danger 
1092. Blind something 
1093. Give Oliver Herring a hug and say “thanks!” 
1094. Stare uncomfortably at one person for 15 minutes without looking away 
1095. Throw around toilet paper rolls 
1096. Carry the plant around and pretend it is your lovely pet she-she-la 
1097. Get someone to dance with you 
1098. Write a love note and slip it into a handsome stranger’s back pocket 
1099. Draw a cloud on a stranger’s forehead 
1100. Portray death 
1101. Find the “letter knight” start a cult of 10 people.  Lead the group in a circle of  

            prayer honoring the almighty letter knight. 
1102. Stalk someone 
1103. Make as much noise as possible 
1104. Treasure map.  Find me (position marked with an X) 
1105. Get the room to be quiet for 3 seconds 
1106. Point and laugh at someone for 30 seconds 
1107. Throw an empty box across the room 
1108. Tell Oliver Herring that he is cute 
1109. Storm a castle 
1110. Do the truffle shuffle 
1111. Kiss a stranger 
1112. Party Party 2 minutes near the orange ladder 
1113. Build a tower to the ceiling 
1114. Wear a pair of wings the rest of your time here 
1115. Build a cityscape 
1116. Give someone a Mohawk 
1117. You’re 18, go to hot topic 
1118. Make a valentine and give it to a stranger here 
1119. Give 10 hugs to strangers 
1120. Make a really loud animal sound 
1121. Storm the fort.  Take no prisoners 
1122. Become a dolphin 
1123. Herd 10 strangers into a corner 
1124. Tell someone who you don’t know that they are beautiful 
1125. Moonwalk 
1126. Hide the task box 



1127. Paint one wall blue 
1128. Get two cookies, one in each hand and walk around saying, “ha ha ha I’m the  

            cookie monster” 
1129. Get some chums and play a game of red rover 
1130. Get 17 people to fist pump with you 
1131. Paint your favorite cartoon characters on the wall 
1132. Start a food fight 
1133. Spread fear about swine flu 
1134. Be Oliver’s obsessive best friend.  Give him a big hug too  
1135. Make a pony 
1136. Devour the heavens 
1137. Paint/draw your favorite person’s name on the wall 
1138. Play charades with 3 other people—act out/be your favorite artist 
1139. Surprise someone (but not in a scary way) 
1140. Paint a huge turtle 
1141. Make yourself a peacock tail 
1142. Trade clothes with someone.  From top to bottom 
1143. Dismantle anything made of boxes with your eyes shut 
1144. Get 5 random people to protest task.  It’s evil! 
1145. Go up to a person of the same sex and stare at them in the eye blankly until  

            they’re uncomfortable 
1146. Avoid being in any photos for 5 minutes 
1147. Tar and feather something, someone or yourself 
1148. Create a small book and have others fill it with words 
1149. Try to pick a fight 
1150. Find someone writing tasks and write their task 
1151. Start a pace clap 
1152. Paint a portrait of your favorite superhero in one color only 
1153. Make a fort using boxes and the bale of straw 
1154. Engage your neighbor in a duel.  You must use a Spanish accent 
1155. Find a girl with a camera and draw a red dot on the tip of her nose 
1156. Make a big picture of a mouse singing 
1157. Trade tasks with someone 
1158. Write a haiku with your non-dominant hand 
1159. Make a small house and stay in it greeting passersby 
1160. Hug someone stand by themselves 
1161. Express your darkest fear through art 
1162. Become a dinosaur 
1163. Act like a bird and fly around the room 
1164. Make a human sized mouse hole into the wall 
1165. Start singing bad romance until 3 other people join in 
1166. It’s almost shark week!  Be a shark 
1167. Kiss someone’s foot 
1168. Stare someone in the eye with only 1 eye for 1 full minute 
1169. Hug an artist 
1170. Get as many phone numbers as possible in 5 minutes 



1171. As loud as you can sing the only opera you know 
1172. Create a hairstyle out of cardboard 
1173. Make a new friend 
1174. Bring the earth inside 
1175. Tell 10 different people that they’re beautiful 
1176. Find Gary Justis and point at him 
1177. Jump in the boxes 
1178. Help someone with their task 
1179. Walk up to everyone working on a task and tell them you love what they are  

            doing 
1180. Steal something valuable 
1181. Make yourself a stage and dance to the next 3 songs 
1182. Elevate your height by one shoes 
1183. Become the messiah of this party 
1184. Propose to someone  
1185. Paint a mustache on yourself 
1186. Be political 
1187. Reenact your favorite video game 
1188. Give yourself an afro 
1189. Conquer King Casey’s throne 
1190. Have someone trace your body on the wall 
1191. Make a mirror, hang it up 
1192. Climb up the ladder 
1193. Cut a hole in the wall 
1194. Act as through a stranger farted and blame them 
1195. Play dead for 2 minutes 
1196. Draw/paint clouds everywhere 
1197. Roses are red, violets are blue.  At this task party I fell in love with you 
1198. Kiss a stranger on the back of the head, scream, and run away. 
1199. Start a renaissance (comment: uh, this party IS a renaissance) 
1200. Tell your best cheesy pick up line 
1201. Do the chicken dance with 5 others 
1202. Take flowers from main table and place them in 6 guys’ hair 
1203. Follow someone with a camera until they take 10 pictures of your hands 
1204. Play thumb wrestling with 3 people 
1205. Find Oliver Herring and tell him “thank you for coming to ISU” 
1206. Protest a protest 
1207. Try to juggle using found objects 
1208. Draw a favorite person of yours 
1209. Paint a political slogan on a wall. Make it big 
1210. Find Brian Selke and punch him 50 times 
1211. Porcupine love 
1212. Make glasses out of pipe cleaners and give them to someone 
1213. Make a hug me sign and tape it to someone’s back 
1214. Get everybody to slow dance with ghost (you become a ghost with toilet paper)  

            partners. Tell them it’s historical 



1215. Make a foil hat (to keep the voices out) 
1216. Make someone you don’t know into a robocat 
1217. Switch shoes with another person 
1218. Pretend to be a raptor 
1219. Talk in Spanish the rest of task 
1220. Share some grapes 
1221. Protest the wall 
1222. Become a dinosaur 
1223. Kiss someone on the cheek 
1224. Scream as loud as you can  
1225. Paint as high as you can (on the walls) a scene of love and friendship 
1226. Get people to make noise 
1227. Make more tasks for people to do 
1228. Let someone draw something on your hand 
1229. Help Patrick rebuild the wall 
1230. Make a garden of beautifully colored flowers 
1231. Create a piece of take food and place it among the food bar 
1232. Make somebody a valentine’s day card 
1233. Make a dinosaur 
1234. Cut the cutting sign. Don’t be a whimp either, cut it in half 
1235. Go hold somebody’s hand (someone you don’t know) 
1236. Build a better mouse trap 
1237. Pretend the CIA is after you 
1238. Make King Casey a proper crown 
1239. Offer ten people a falafel 
1240. Catch the bee in a net 
1241. Confess your love for pickles to the nearest person 
1242. Dress like a rhino on steroids! 
1243. Give 5 compliments 
1244. Tuck in your shirt, and someone else’s 
1245. Increase your elevation by one shoe 
1246. Sing “zoomafoo I love you” 
1247. Hug a black man 
1248. Make an Elton John costume 
1249. Write 3 new tasks with the word cloud in them 
1250. Make 5 tasks 
1251. Play cops and robbers 
1252. Find someone without a task, give them this task. 
1253. Recite your favorite rap song in olde English 
1254. Make a necklace and give it to somebody 
1255. Write 2 tasks 
1256. Become an owl and hoot at everyone 
1257. Draw 100 hearts on the wall 
1258. “Rick roll” everyone 
1259. Have a wedding 
1260. Pierce something, like a body part. 



1261. Make 6 tasks, do one of them. 
1262. Pretend you’re being attacked by a swarm of wasps/fire ants 
1263. Clean a 10x10 section of floor perfectly 
1264. Tape a funny sign to someone’s back without them noticing 
1265. Do the hokey pokey with the whole room! 
1266. Kick someone’s butt 
1267. Rip the horn off the guy in the gray hoodie 
1268. Do something to block the security camera over by the nest that is being built. 
1269. Sing living la vida loca 
1270. Make 7 star wars jokes 
1271. Go find a guy named Jerry with a staff tag on him and say hello 
1272. Clean it 
1273. Cross-dress 
1274. Make a confession to someone you love, while jumping on one foot 
1275. Write someone a prescription 
1276. Make someone an early Valentine 
1277. Get everyone’s attention; yell “I love the Swiss, and I don’t care what you think” 
1278. QUICKLY! There isn’t much time; go find someone in a blue shirt and have a  

             matrix fight. 
1279. Touch the ceiling with your foot. 
1280. Create a plan of action to declare war on “the other side of the wall” 
1281. Take off someone’s hat, then give it back. 
1282. Stick something to the ceiling 
1283. Try to recreate what your footsteps in the snow looked like on your way in here 
1284. Make a sandwich 
1285. Shout “I am the queen of France” 20 times 
1286. Say “I just turned gay” 
1287. Give 3 people antennas 
1288. Build a walk in cardboard castle that reaches to the ceiling 
1289. Pick a side of the wall and declare war 
1290. Make a necklace 
1291. Create a work of art that interprets ecstasy 
1292. Tell everyone you love them, than hug them 
1293. Steal someone’s hat 
1294. Shake it like a Pentecostal 
1295. On the wall, draw/paint a picture of a huge rat with human traits and above it, in  

            capital letters write “RATFACE” 
1296. Go to town 
1297. Send 5 guys to streak 
1298. Start a riot (peacefully) 
1299. Make a cloth design headdress 
1300. Write 10 new tasks 
1301. Persuade everyone (try to) that girls don’t poop 
1302. Build a time machine 
1303. Uphold the law 
1304. Kiss someone on the cheek 



1305. Create a pool from anything, swim in it. 
1306. Get in a fight 
1307. Wrap someone 
1308. Sing the spice girls 
1309. Propose to someone you don’t know 
1310. Make a new task sign, you can get people to help! 
1311. Be glitter-personified 
1312. Do the tango 
1313. Defy gravity 
1314. Make yourself a pyramid hat 
1315. Ask Kim 
1316. Pants someone 
1317. Play “Blob tag” 
1318. Spin around and sing “The hills are alive, with the sound of music” 
1319. Be your favorite superhero 
1320. Sing little red caboose 
1321. Spike the baby 
1322. You are now cloud strife (From FFVII. Think Emo.) 
1323. Find an art major, have them draw a tattoo of your favorite landmark in the world. 
1324. Change the radio station 
1325. Dance 
1326. Make a large scary spider 
1327. Get the entire room to do the cha cha slide. 
1328. Make a loud noise 
1329. Paint your face entirely one color 
1330. Stand on a chair until someone asks what you are doing 
1331. Go to jail, do not pass go, and do not collect $200.  But say “cheese”. 
1332. Put this back in the box 
1333. Act like you’re dying 
1334. Get 10 people, make a fire, and sing Kumbaya 
1335. Make a tombstone 
1336. Ask someone to be your friend 
1337. Make a bouquet.  Find someone you don’t know, tell them that they’re  

            pretty/handsome and give it to them. 
1338. Paint whatever you want on the wall. 
1339. Use your cheesiest pick-up line on someone random. 
1340. Give a stranger a sincere compliment 
1341. Throw around TP rolls 
1342. Act like you are crucified on the cross 
1343. Put a blindfold on and start drawing on the nearest person to your left.  Draw an  

            elephant in the Amazon. 
1344. Set up a booth and offer palm readings 
1345. Try to seem popular 
1346. Glue the glue together 
1347. Attach someone to your back upside down 
1348. Make something beautiful ugly. 



1349. Fake an orgasm, loud. 
1350. Write a poem, then put it in the task box 
1351. Go around to everyone you see and say “Buddy the Elf, what’s your favorite  

             color?” Paint results on the wall. 
1352. Tell Oliver Herring you want to listen to Motorhead. 
1353. Make a piece of clothing and hang it on the wall. 
1354. Poke someone you don’t know 
1355. On the wall, paint a portrait entitled “McClintock” 
1356. Convince someone that time travel exists. 
1357. Give someone a high five with pizzazz! 
1358. Hula hoop action for 60 seconds 
1359. Tell someone you are giving them a “badass” tattoo, then draw a cute cuddly  

            creature. 
1360. Paint your name on another person’s face. 
1361. Start a rap group 
1362. Make a blanket and cover someone up 
1363. Proclaim your love for someone in front of an audience 
1364. Kiss someone random on the cheek. 
1365. Build a robot 
1366. Draw with your elbows 
1367. Pretend to be a wizard for about 5 minutes.  Extra credit: make a wizard hat. 
1368. Ask a really long question to someone 
1369. Tap dance 
1370. Scream at the top of your lungs 
1371. Tell everyone goodbye when you leave 
1372. Draw mustaches on 5 people 
1373. Become the captain of a boat. 
1374. Compliment 5 people 
1375. Hold someone’s pocket 
1376. Hug someone wearing green with short black hair. 
1377. Convince someone you are from a different country 
1378. Call everyone in your phone and invite them here 
1379. Lead a random person on a tour of the gallery 
1380. Paint over someone’s painting 
1381. Imprint your face on a wall using any color of paint, any random place 
1382. Call someone you miss 
1383. Insist that someone hold your face for thirty seconds. 
1384. Make a hat at least one foot tall and wear it for the rest of the party 
1385. Foil yourself 
1386. Give someone a piggy back ride 
1387. Paint a self portrait on the wall (make it big) 
1388. Have a snowball fight 
1389. Become a dinosaur 
1390. Offer friendship 
1391. Have an indoor snowball fight 
1392. Write a love letter to someone you hate 



1393. Paint a giant tree 
1394. Make a mummy out of toilet paper 
1395. Make someone a really cool necklace and stare intently into their eyes as you put  

            it on them. 
1396. Make a map of the universe. 
1397. Strut your stuff 
1398. Feed someone grapes 
1399. Throw paint on the wall.  Big!! 
1400. Give the mummy a hug 
1401. Give Oliver a task, film him. 
1402. Paint Adam’s hands black. 
1403. Make a large insect. 
1404. Make a flower cookie 
1405. Create a Native American war bonnet 
1406. You are being stalked by an imaginary friend. 
1407. Kiss someone’s hand. 
1408. Ask five people a personal question. 
1409. Kiss Philtron. 
1410. Add to someone’s wall art. 
1411. Write your biggest secret on the wall. 
1412. Make a bracelet and put it on Oliver Herring. 
1413. Find someone who looks sad and make them something. 
1414. Find a corner and clean it 
1415. Tell someone a story about your feet. 
1416. Scare someone 
1417. Build a pyramid 
1418. Dance 
1419. Have a cow 
1420. Find Nancy Fewkes & shake her hand 
1421. Become a vampire and bite virgins 
1422. Paint yourself in a corner 
1423. Draw a fire hydrant on the wall and add some yellow marker to the base’ 
1424. Square dance 
1425. Make a 2-d functional work 
1426. Tell a joke 
1427. Find the baby powder and cover yourself and 1 other person it it 
1428. Follow the signs that have the numbers 5, 6,6 and 7 on them. Do what they say 
1429. Make 10 new tasks 
1430. High five anyone with a blue thumb 
1431. Speak in a made up language for the rest of the day 
1432. Kiss a stranger on the cheek 
1433. Take this example we sleep it off sleep it on you can do the same 
1434. Design a wedding dress for someone out of toilet paper 
1435. Start a clique 
1436. Make it rain glitter 
1437. Get a giant game of join the tail on the donkey going 



1438. Go shake someone’s hand like you are introducing yourself and then scream as  
            loud as possible 

1439. Make yourself a lobster claw 
1440. Place Christmas lights around the man in the dinosaur costume 
1441. Make a dress put it on a stranger 
1442. Create something magical 
1443. Cover someone else’s hands in paint 
1444. Build a really cool fort and call it “Fort Jeanette” 
1445. Paint a superhero on the wall somewhere 
1446. Build a robot 
1447. Place a crown on someone’s head and say “my queen” or king 
1448. (angrily) “EVERYBODY SHUT UP!” “THE STARCHILD COMETH” 
1449. turn all the O’s in the Congo line into faces 
1450. paint red paint on your hand and shake 5 peoples hand 
1451. tell the blonde bee that I think she’s cute thanks 
1452. Ask God a question 
1453. Make someone feel special 
1454. Play piñata with the fake guy hanging from the ceiling 
1455. Grab three hipsters and have an ironic conversation with them 
1456. Make an epic box fort 
1457. Paint a pond 
1458. Pop the pink balloon tits on that dude 
1459. Build a bin out of cardboard 
1460. You and 2 others run around together and make fire engine siren sounds including  

            honking 
1461. Give yourself an afro 
1462. Try to fill the box, then make a task for yourself 
1463. Kiss it 
1464. Paper airplanes, throw them 
1465. Paint a romantic picture 
1466. Say hello to everyone 
1467. Wear your shirt backwards 
1468. Paint someone’s face with different colors 
1469. Be original 
1470. Tell people how much you love to roll around naked in jell-o 
1471. Create a 3-d car 
1472. Write a story with pictures on the wall 

 
 


